Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 100 K; mean (C-C) = 0.002 Å; R factor = 0.030; wR factor = 0.083; data-to-parameter ratio = 24.2.
Related literature
A polymorph with three molecules in the asymmetric unit was earlier solved in the P2 1 /n setting of this same space group (Staples, 1999) . A discussion of crystal growth conditions that can affect the occurrence of polymorphs has been given by Hulliger (1994) . For descriptions of chemistry involving tetraethylammonium chloride, see: McCleverty et al. (1967) ; Lorber et al. (1998) ; Donahue et al. (1998) .
Experimental
Crystal data 
Data collection
Bruker APEXII CCD diffractometer Absorption correction: multi-scan (SADABS; Sheldrick, 2008b or W; bdt = benzene-1,2-dithiolate(2-)) by silylation of the corresponding oxo bis(dithiolene) dianion (Lorber et al., 1998; Donahue et al., 1998) . The frequency with which Et 4 N + Cl -is used or otherwise encountered in inorganic synthesis, and the ease with which crystalline samples may be occluded with colored impurities that obscure their identity, make desirable the availability of complete crystallographic data for this compound as a means for qualitatively identifying it and avoiding needless data collections. Primary atom site location: structure-invariant direct methods Extinction correction: none
Special details
Experimental. The diffraction data were collected in three sets of 606 frames (0.3 °. width in ω) at φ = 0, 120 and 240 °. A scan time of 30 sec/frame was used.
Geometry. 
